
DESIGN GUIDE



Gives you a more in-depth look at possible 
shapes and sizes for your table.

Shows you a variety of edge profiles you 
can choose from.

Highlights a number of base and leg 
designs avaiable to you.

Lays out the different pattern and pricing 
options for your table top

Showcases the most locally accessible 
wood types (but we can work with you to 
source whatever wood you’re interested in)

Gives you a rundown of basic care and 
maintenance tips for your table.

We created this guide to get you acquainted with our process 
and help you understand all of your options for designing your 
table. This is meant to serve as a starting point of inspiration and 
understanding for you. We’re happy to discuss design ideas you 
have in mind that may not be shown in our guide. 

Shape + Sizing: 

Edge Profile:

Base + Leg Design

Patterns + Pricing:

Wood Options:

Maintenance + Care:
.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE



36-40”X90”

30”X36”

36-40”X 103”

36”X36” 36”X42”

24”X36”

36-40”X96”

SNUG COMFORTABLE ROOMY

SNUG COMFORTABLE ROOMY

40-48”X 120”
SNUG

40-48”X 126”
COMFORTABLE

40-48”X 132”
ROOMY

40-48”X 150”
SNUG

40-48”X 156”
COMFORTABLE

40-48”X 162”
ROOMY

36”X 66” 36”X 72”36”X 60”
SNUG COMFORTABLE ROOMY

2-3 CHAIRS

5-6 CHAIRS 6-7 CHAIRS

4-5 CHAIRS

36” 42”

48” 54”

RULE OF THUMB when it comes to table sizing: the average dining table width is 36-42”. 
For length, you need at least 2-2.5 feet (24”-30”) per person for someone to be seated comfortably at a table.

4-TOP

2-TOP 10-TOP CIRCLE TOPS

8-TOP

6-TOP 12-TOP
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SHAPE + SIZING
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Choosing the right type of wood for your table can be an 
overwhelming step of the design process. Luckily, we give 
you the option to order some samples during the planning 
process so you can see, feel, and even smell the difference 
between wood types.

If you don't see what you're looking for in this list, no 
problem! These are just the most locally accessible wood 
types and we can work with you to source whatever you 
are looking for.  

*Note: We typically try to avoid staining table tops to achieve 
the final color because the wood character is more visible 
and it removes the possibility of stain fading over time. 
However, if you have your heart set on staining, we are happy 
to accommodate! 

WOOD OPTIONS
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Pricing for your table depends on a multitude 
of factors, the biggest being wood type and 
the second being the table top pattern. Take 
a look at this chart to get an idea of how 
pricing changes depending on the top design 
you choose.

*Note: All seams are well-hidden and nearly 
invisible when joined.

Chevron or
Herringbone

$$$

Single Slab
$$$$

Book-matched
$$$

3-4 Piece Top
$$

Random Width
$

Leaf Tables*
$$$

*pricing depends on leaf size and expanding mechanism

TABLE TOP PATTERNS + PRICING
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The edge profile of a table is frequently overlooked, but has the potential 
of adding so much character and uniqueness to your piece! Here are a few 
classic edge profiles that we love. 

NOTE: Sometime the table top pattern you choose can affect which edge 
profiles are available to you. For example, we wouldn’t be able to build a 
round live edge table or a Cevron/Herringbone live edge table. 

Square Edge

Round Edge

Chamfer 
Top Edge

Half round 
Top Edge

Half round
Bottom Edge

Chamfer Bottom 
Edge

Live Edge

Live Edge is a style where 
the natural edge of the wood 

is incorporated into the 
design of the piece.

EDGE PROFILE
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STANDARD PEDESTAL ROUNDED PEDESTAL BOLT DOWN 3-ROD HAIRPIN STANDARD HAIRPINCROSS FRAME

When it comes to legs and bases, let’s just say you have options! Here are some 
classics to get you started. The shape and size of your table may dictate which 
type of base/leg design you need. Depending on what you choose, we can 
either make them in house or order them from one of our favorite suppliers.  

AVAILABLE IN WOOD

AVAILABLE IN METAL

AVAILABLE IN CAST IRON

T-FRAME

H-FRAME

SQUARE

FLYING V

L-FRAME

TAPERED
BASE

A-FRAME RECTANGLE TAPERED
SINGLE-LEG

Note: If you want a table with wooden 
legs, an apron will most likely be used 
hide any corner blocks, bracing, or 
other mechanical pieces required to 
attach the legs from plain view. 

CINCINNATI 
CAST IRON BASE

SEE NEXT PAGE
FOR MORE INFO
ON CAST IRON 

BASES

LOS ANGELES 
CAST IRON BASE

WISHBONE
TRESTLE BASE

2-SIDED TAPERED
SINGLE-LEG

X-FRAME TRADITIONAL

BASE + LEG DESIGN
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We partner with JCS Casting Co for Cast Iron bases. These can be used 
on standard tables, benches, counter-height tables, and bar-height tables. 
Each height has a number of style options and colors to choose from. 

BASE + LEG DESIGN



We strive to make your table maintenance as minimal as 
possible, using high-quality waxes and oils, so that you can 
spend more time building community at your table and less 
time cleaning it. We are not responsible for repairing or 
replacing furniture that hasn’t been properly cared for. 

CLEANING
All you need for day-to-day cleaning is a damp rag. Add some 
mild soap (avoid abrasive, bleach, or silicone-based cleaners) 
to clean up any large spills. 

If you're a table-care nerd (no shame, we certainly are) then 
check out the Osmo Spray Cleaner for daily cleaning. You can 
also apply their Liquid Wax Cleaner, depending on how much 
you use your table, to maintain the shine and to clean off 
anything that doesn’t come off with a rag and soap.

GENERAL CARE
 • Use coasters and hot pads between hot/cold objects and  

the wood whenever possible. This isn’t a must, but it’s an  
easy step you can take to make the finish last as long as 
possible.

 • Wear and tear is bound to happen to some extent. But don’t 
fret! The finish we use on our tables makes refinishing your  
table a breeze. You’ll get more info and instructions on that   
upon receiving your table.

NATURAL EXPANSION AND ACCLIMATION
We do everything in our power to stabilize any problem areas that 
could cause major movement in the wood prior to receiving your 
table. That said, wood is obviously a natural product and is prone 
to change some with it’s environment. Things such as temperature, 
light exposure, and humidity may cause slight color changes and 
expansions in the wood. Like we said, this is natural, but it helps 
to be mindful of these factors. Do not place your table near 
furnaces, space heaters, or radiators and use blinds or curtains 
when possible to keep your table from being in direct sunlight 
during the day. 

Follow these guidelines and your table is sure to age like fine wine. 
Or cheese. Both are great. 
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MAINTENANCE AND CARE
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Now that you have a better idea of how our process 
works and what your options are you can head over 
the the “Get a Quote” page on our website and get 
started on your project today! 

Helpful things to include in your quote form:
- Table Size (or how many you want to seat)
- Desired Table Shape
- Wood Types or color preferences
- Desired table Top Pattern
- Edge Profile preferences
- Leg/Base material and design preference
- Design Reference/Inspiration photos

GETTING STARTED ON YOUR PROJECT


